Jeppe Wins Annual Technique Cup Award As High Point Man

HAS CONSISTENT RECORDS IN 220 AND 440 EVENTS

Breaker of Technology Student Record
In Track Meet With West Point

DREW SHORT FOUR POINTS

Jeppe Took Leading Part in Athletics at Camp Technology

Jeppe was awarded the record high for both 220 and 440 events at the All Technology Student Track Meet. On the first day, Jeppe broke his own record by 6 points in the 220, and set new records in the 440 and 440 yard events.

In the 220, Jeppe also led all of the West Point runners by 12 points. The West Point team came in second with a total of 62 points, followed by the Naval Academy with 59 points. In the 440 and 440 yard events, Jeppe's performances were as follows:

- 220: Jeppe set a new record of 22.5 seconds, breaking his previous record by 6 points.
- 440: Jeppe broke the previous record by 12 points, finishing in 44.5 seconds.
- 440 Yard: Jeppe set a new record of 49.5 seconds, breaking his previous record by 12 points.

In the hurdles, Jeppe also won the event, again setting a new record of 14.5 seconds, breaking his previous record by 8 points.

Jeppe's overall performances were truly exceptional, setting new records in every event he participated in, and breaking his previous records by significant margins. His consistency in breaking records in different events showcases his remarkable athletic ability and dedication to track and field.